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Spot
th
Closing 11
th
Opening 12
Change

Gold
USD
$1,663.73
$1,667.00
+ $3.27

Silver
USD
$31.95
$31.95
$0.00

Gold
AUD
$1,619.04
$1,617.98
- $1.06

Silver
AUD
$31.09
$31.01
- $0.08

PREDICTIONS
GFMS: “We are expecting still that we are going to see a
push above $2,000 in 2013 … gold was expected to trade
in a range of $1,530-1,920 an ounce in 2012, with an
average price of $1,731 an ounce.”

INVESTORS WILL HAVE TO WORK HARDER

Mineweb had two interviews yesterday in which two
different analysts came to the same conclusion on the
state of two different markets (gold and silver). Both saw increasing surpluses in the
two metals, which meant increasing amounts of money needed to flow into the metal if
they are to see prices increase.
By surplus, they are referring to (mine + scrap) supply is greater than (jewellery +
industrial) demand. The difference is absorbed by investors. The chart below shows
this difference for gold in tonnes on a quarterly basis.
Chart 1: Gold Investor
Demand
Investor demand increased
dramatically after the financial
crisis in 2008.
Source: World Gold Council, Gold
Demand Trends report Q1 2002
through to Q4 2011

Philip Klapwijk (GFMS) in this interview with Mineweb said that they were projecting “a
fundamental surplus in the market which in dollar terms could be north of $130 billion”
and a substantial increase in “the call on the market and the amount that needs to be
committed to the market to clear this surplus”.

Philip feels that this is going to become unsustainable and unless “there is going to be
a massive sea change in terms of those investors that are involved in this market and a
massive broadening of participation, there will come a point where the usual suspects
won't be enough to buy all this gold, and the price is going to fall.”
On a positive note he believes that speculative investors “are probably not as
leveraged as they were at the end of the third quarter, and therefore the vulnerability of
gold to sell off when the market is in risk-off mode is not as great as it was at times last
year.”
David Jollie of Mitsui (interviewed here by Mineweb) sees a similar situation in the
silver market, with demand affected by a weak economy but mine supply up resulting in
“a softer physical market than you have had before” which will require “a lot more effort
from investors than they had to make last year in order to achieve the same highs.”
David “see[s] a medium term outlook which is not that negative for the price but in the
short term there has to be some concern that the price might fall.”

COMEX WHAREHOUSE STOCKS
Blogger Jesse has a short piece on COMEX registered silver inventory dipping below
30 million ounces, which he sees as a “dangerous and volatile situation”. I’m not so
sure as there are also 110 million ounces of eligible inventory and this has increased
around 25 million ounces since the beginning of this year. While eligible is not for sale,
the fact is that holders keep their metal eligible so that they can easily sell it in the
future. Accordingly, one has to look at both registered and eligible to get a sense of
potential supply.
In addition, inventory levels themselves do not give us a handle on how dangerous and
volatile the market may be. What is more important is inventory levels relative to open
interest. The charts below from Sharelynx demonstrate this.

The “owners per ounce” shows how many open interest ounces there are for each
ounce of inventory. The charts show that while owners per registered stocks has
increased to 18.32 (or a 5.45% coverage, if you invert the ratio), it is still below the
extremes reached mid-2011.
If we look at total COMEX stocks (registered + eligible), then we are actually at a
significant low point, with the 4.04 owners per ounces equating to a coverage
percentage of 24.7%. This is plenty of stock and a more likely source for bullion banks,
who would not need to “lease some from SLV as the situation may require” as Jesse
suggests. Reason is that bullion banks would not borrow SLV shares then incur its
physical redemption costs when they could just directly borrow from holders of eligible
stocks or from the over-the-counter professional market.
For those interested in the situation for gold, the numbers are:
Total stocks: 3.67 owners per ounce (27.2% coverage)
Registered stocks: 16.73 owners per ounce (5.9% coverage)
I haven’t included the gold charts, because Sharelynx is a subscription service, but you
can sign up for a free trial here.

GOLD AS A SAFE ASSET
FT Alphaville has a piece on an IMF Global Financial Stability Report. Chapter 3 of that
report examines the roles of safe assets in the financial system. You’ll be glad to know
that gold is included as a “safe asset”. Interestingly, they note that demand for “gold, is
largely driven by perceptions of its store of value, with less regard to its market risk.”
I’ve modified the chart at right from the
report to show the shift in perceptions
of gold, which is towards less market
risk and greater perceived safety.
See the report for the before crisis
positions of the other assets,
particularly the green diamond US
assets, which shifted towards higher
market risk (the right) while gold
moved to the left.
The report noted that “AAA-rated and
AA-rated OECD government securities
accounted for $33 trillion or 45 percent
of the total supply of potentially safe assets” with gold representing 11 percent ($8.4
trillion).

Another interesting chart is the one at
left which shows gold’s increasing
share of central bank reserves. This
would be driven by both the increases
in ounces held as “reserve managers
have reversed their long-term position
as net sellers of gold, and have turned
into net buyers”, but more driven by
the increase in the gold price itself.
A good advertisement for the portfolio
diversification benefits of gold, brought
to you by the IMF.
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Disclaimer: Any and all users of this article are strongly advised to read this disclaimer in its entirety (and will be
deemed to have read this disclaimer) prior to reading this article.
The opinions or views contained in this article may not represent the opinions or views of The Perth Mint, its employees,
agents or affiliates. This article contains the views and opinions solely of the author and has not considered any reader’s
specific investment objectives, financial situation or particular needs. This article has been prepared solely for
information purposes and is not intended to provide financial, legal, accounting, investment, tax or any other advice and
should not be relied upon in that regard. It is advisable that you seek independent financial, legal, accounting,
investment and taxation and/or other advice before taking any action whatsoever based on this article.
Although The Perth Mint believes that the information contained in this article is accurate and reliable this has not been
independently verified and it must be borne in mind that the information contained in this article has been derived from
publicly available sources and/or data internal to The Perth Mint. The information may contain material provided directly
by third parties, and while such material is published with permission, The Perth Mint accepts no responsibility for the
accuracy or completeness of any such material and the Perth Mint intends by this notice to exclude liability for the
information contained here. The Perth Mint makes no representation, warranty or guarantee as to the accuracy,
currency or completeness of the information contained in this article. Under no circumstances will The Perth Mint, its
employees, agents or affiliates be held liable in any way by any person or entity for any decisions made or any actions
taken by any person or entity that relies upon any of the information provided in this article.
This article is not an offer or invitation in relation to precious metals, in any way including in any place in which, or to any
person to whom, it would not be lawful to make that offer or invitation. Precious metal markets are volatile and can
involve a high degree of risk and are not suitable for all persons. Changes to assumptions may have a material impact
on any returns detailed. Historic information or performance is not indicative of future returns. Losses may be incurred
both as a result of price diminution and if any price gains do not exceed applicable management, handling, delivery and
related fees. The Perth Mint has not offered or given and will not provide any investment advice whatsoever in
connection with precious metals. If you are in any doubt as to the suitability of precious metals as an investment you
should contact your legal and financial adviser before investing.

